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Introduction
Bacterial biofilms are spatially and functionally
structured,
usually
surface-adhered
multicellular
communities encased in a self-produced extracellular
polymeric matrix (EPM). The last one provides mechanical
stability, mediates adhesion to surfaces, and forms
cohesive three-dimensional polymer network that
transiently retains bacterial cells and theirs exoproducts
(e.g. exoenzymes, metabolites, etc.). EPM usually consists
of polysaccharides, proteins, glycolipids and nucleic acids,
and each constituent has its own specific functions [1].
Composition and structure of EPM vary depending on the
surface and interface properties, nutrient availability,
hydrodynamic and other environmental, as well as speciesand strain-specific parameters. Moreover, significant
changes occur during biofilm growth and maturation.
For a long time, the presence of eDNA in EPM
had been considered to be an occasional phenomenon with
no structural and functional significance; however,
numerous recent evidences suggest it is not exactly so.
The importance of eDNA in biofilm establishing
and stabilizing was first demonstrated by Whitchurch et al.
(2002) [2]. During the studies of alginate biosynthesis in P.
aeruginosa PAO1 strain, they found the majority of the
extracellular material reacted in the carbazole colorimetric
assay was not exopolysaccharide but DNA. As it was
demonstrated, strong inhibition of biofilm formation (but
not bacterial growth per se) occurred in presence of DNase
in culture medium; furthermore, the ability to disperse
completely 2-day-old biofilms upon DNase treatment was
also shown. 84 hours biofilms were affected by such
treatment to a minor degree, therefore, it was supposed that
other substances may strengthen the matrix in mature P.
aeruginosa biofilms, or that mature biofilms may contain
proteolytic exoenzymes in quantities sufficient to
inactivate locally the DNase activity.
Subsequent evaluation of matrix sensitivity to
DNase confirms functional importance of eDNA in EPM
structure development and stability in a wide variety of
bacterial and fungal species [3-6]. It was demonstrated that
eDNA in biofilms tends to form macromolecular 3D
structures (usually described in terms “lattice-like
network”, “grid-like patterns” or even “skeleton”) and
interact with polysaccharides and proteins [4, 5]. It was
also shown eDNA modulates its interaction with other
matrix constituents to control its contribution to
viscoelastic relaxation under mechanical stress [6].
Definitely, there are significant species- and even
strain-specific differences. For example, some strains of N.
meningitidis form biofilms without eDNA (meningococcal
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clonal complexes (cc) ST-11 and ST-8) [7], suggesting
eDNA is not essential for N. meningitidis biofilm
establishment per se. However epidemiological
observations show that strains unable to use eDNA for
biofilm build up have poor colonization properties
compensated by high transmission rates, while
meningococcal cc that form eDNA-containing biofilms
(e.g. ST-41/44 cc and ST-32 cc) display a settler
phenotype, which results in a stable interaction with the
host [7].
Furthermore, quantity and distribution of eDNA
vary significantly during biofilm development. As it was
shown for different bacterial species, the control of eDNA
incorporation has been carried out by secreted or
membrane-bound nucleases (bacterial DNases) [8-11].
Enzymatic degradation of eDNA allows to modify biofilm
structure, to disperse or to prevent de novo formation of
biofilms by competitors [12, 13]. Besides that DNase
production interfere with such host innate immune defense
mechanism as neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs)
produced by activated polymorphonuclear leukocytes and
composed of chromatin DNA, histones, and antimicrobial
proteins (AMP) [14, 15].
It is noticeable that the NETs formation is a result
of leukocytes (preferentially neutrophils) programmed cell
death (PCD) and that eDNA in NETs form lattice structure
clearly resembling those observed in bacterial biofilms
[15]. In addition to obvious structural importance eDNA in
NETs was shown exhibit independent of AMP
antibacterial action due to its ability to sequester surface
bound cations disrupting membrane integrity [16]. The
effect require direct contact and depend on cation chelating
properties of phosphodiester backbone as it can be fully
abrogated by treatment with the excess of cations or
phosphatase enzyme [ibid]. Unfortunately, many
successful pathogens evolve different strategies allowing
them to survive in NETs despite AMP and eDNA
antibacterial potential [17]. Hence, this innate defense
mechanism seems predominantly aimed at limiting of
bacterial cell dissemination from the initial site of
infection, which clearly resembles similar function of
biofilm matrix – to retain bacterial cells encased in. In both
cases the strategy is not very successful when bacterial
DNase production is upregulated.
Quantitative PCR of mRNA demonstrate
significantly higher expression of the nucleases in
planktonic organisms compared to those in biofilm phase
of growth [13]. Predictably, nuclease mutants tend to form
a thicker biofilms with increased adherence and impaired
ability to dispersal [13, 18, 19].
So, distribution and quantity of eDNA in matrix
have temporal and spatial variations within the same
biofilm, are dependent on the balance between oppositely
directed processes, and have obvious functional
consequences for biofilm structure maintenance and
colonization fitness.
As it was shown in numerous observations, eDNA
can appear in matrix through different ways, but given that
its composition is usually similar to that of genomic DNA
of biofilm forming bacterial population [3] the main source
is widely considered to be cell death and lysis.
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Programmed cell death
Recent studies of induced cell death in
prokaryotes have revealed that these processes are
genetically regulated and self-destructive behavior in
bacterial populations is not as counterintuitive as it might
seem considering individual cell benefit. Prevailing
paradigm in this field supposes that, analogous to PCD in
eukaryotes, controlled cell death and lysis in bacteria play
an important role in the development of complex
multicellular communities [20, 21]. Studies that have been
carried out last decade gave enough evidences to support
this assumption [20-23] and move our perception towards
analogy with tissues of multicellular organisms which
routinely use PCD to remove damaged or excessive cells.
In addition to obvious functional analogy to
eukaryotic PCD systems there are some similarities at the
molecular level, as bacterial proteins presumably relative
to the apoptosis regulator Bax/Bcl-2 family [24], as well as
caspase-like enzymes [25] produced by some bacterial
species was identified.
One of the best-characterized examples of
regulated bacterial death originates from studies of the lytic
cycle control during a bacteriophage infection. In infection
cycle of double-stranded DNA phages of Gram-negative
bacteria the timing of cell lysis is dictated by the holin
(transmembrane protein, essential for the inner membrane
permeabilisation), which allows bacteriophage encoded
murein hydrolase (endolysin) to escape from the cytoplasm
and to attack the cell wall peptidoglycan. Historically, the
fatal membrane lesions formed by holin triggering have
been called “holes”, as opposed to channels or pores
forming by transporters or porins. The activity of holin is
usually regulated by holin-specific inhibitor (antiholin)
[26].
The dynamics of these holin/antiholin systems are
not the key to bacteriophage induced lysis timing: the
current model supposes the holins exhibit critical
concentration behavior for membrane lesion forming and
precisely-timed triggering still occurs in mutants with
altered antiholin production [27]. Nevertheless sufficient
protraction of infection cycle after secondary T4 phage
infection is certainly mediated by antiholin, as it was
shown in Lysis Inhibition of T4-infected cells (LIN) - one
of the oldest experimental systems in molecular genetics.
For a long time LIN considered to be the only case where
it is known that environmental information is used for realtime antiholin-mediated control of holin triggering [27-29].
There are two main points making
abovementioned observations relevant to current topic.
The first one is that prophages are ubiquitous
elements within bacterial chromosomes and phage-induced
lysis is successfully adapted to controlled eDNA release
and was shown require for normal biofilm formation in
different bacterial species [30-32].
The second point is consideration that phage
“holin/antiholin” system has some obvious similarities
with molecular mechanisms providing auto- and heterodestructive behavior in bacterial populations – toxinantitoxin (TA) systems and other conditionally inducible
regulators, especially those using bacterial murein
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hydrolases (autolysins) as effectors for controlled cell lysis
execution.
Toxin-antitoxin systems
TA stems belong to the best-characterized
molecular tools considered being involved in bacterial
PCD auto-induction [33]. The effector part of such system
is represented by the pair of stable toxic protein and its
inhibitor, more labile antitoxin (protein or noncoding
RNA) that antagonizes the toxin activity or prevents its
synthesis. Conditions that provoke antitoxin loss could
trigger self-destructive processes, as toxin usually
interferes with vital cellular function (e.g. membrane
integrity, cell wall synthesis, replication, ribosome
assembly) with RNA cleavage as the most prevalent mode
of action [34].
Genetic modules coding such pairs originally
discovered on low copy number plasmids [35] and
prophages [36]. They were coined “addiction” modules
because of participation in plasmid maintenance by a
mechanism called “addiction” or “post-segregational
killing” (selective killing of plasmid-free cells to increase
plasmid prevalence in population). The progeny of plasmid
bearing cells are “addicted” to the short-lived product,
because its de novo synthesis becomes essential for
survival. Cells that lost or do not inherit this module are
killed by unleashed toxin protein. This provides some
evolutional pressure, which compels bacterial population
to reproduce and propagate additional genetic information
in the absence of external selective pressure [33].
Later sequencing of bacterial genomes led to the
discovery of chromosomally encoded TA modules and
revealed their abundance, high diversity, and poorly
explainable distribution. Some obligate intracellular
organisms like Mycoplasma or Chlamydia have no or very
few ones, while 88 putative TA systems predicted in M.
tuberculosis [37].
To date, six classes of such systems have been
identified based on the nature and mode of antitoxin action
[38, 39]. Attempts to classify the most abundant in
bacterial genomes type II TA systems (in which the both
toxin and antitoxin are proteins) using structural features of
these proteins, allow identifying at least 18 antitoxin and
23 toxin families [40]. Besides that, variability of
combinations between the proteins of different families
makes the number of possible type II TA variants poorly
predictable [40].
While the destination of TA systems encoded by
extrachromosomal genetic elements is quite clear,
functionality of theirs numerous chromosomally encoded
counterparts remains controversial.
Stabilization of associated genetic information
(preferentially those belonging to flexible genome
represented by integrated conjugative elements conferring
pathogenicity traits or antibiotic resistance) was shown
[41] indicating that at least some TA systems might have
retained their “addictive” properties.
Some of TA modules act as a part of phage
resistance mechanism (abortive infection systems (Abi))
that limits viral replication due to induction of premature
bacterial cell suicide upon phage infection [42].
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PezAT, the member of the only known family of
three-component TA systems omega-epsilon-zeta (ω-ε-ζ),
as was shown, certainly focused on PCD via cell lysis
induction [43]. Pneumococcal zeta toxin PezT
phosphorylate the ubiquitous peptidoglycan precursor
uridine diphosphate-N-acetyl glucosamine, inhibiting
activity of the MurA, enzyme catalyzing the initial step in
bacterial peptidoglycan biosynthesis. Impaired cell wall
integrity and breakdown of the osmotic barrier provokes an
autolytic phenotype. Fast growing part of population is
obviously much more sensitive to such influence that
predisposes to selection of slow growing forms [43].
However, numerous observations suggest the
majority of TA systems evolve toward new functions rather
promoting cell survival under specific conditions then
facilitating individual cell death. Having direct relation to
the transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation of
important physiological processes, they supplement
conventional mechanisms of stress response by altering
gene expression patterns (for excellent review see Bertram
R. and Schuster C.F. (2014) [38]).
Toxin induced changes usually have the character
of physiological downshifting and while precise conditions
determining whether these changes would be reversible or
lead to cell death is not clear, an essential role of TA
systems in persister (or dormant) phenotype formation
have been well established [44-48]. These isogenic
subpopulations of slow growing or nonculturable cells with
markedly increased resistance to antibiotics (as well as
nutrient limitations and other stressors) preexists in any
bacterial population with very low frequency (10−4 to 10−6)
reaching its maximum in stationary phase or during biofilm
mode of growth [46]. The phenomenon now considered to
be directly responsible for recalcitrance and relapsing
nature of biofilm-associated bacterial infections [46].
Several reports suggest overproduction of some type II
toxins could substantially increase persister frequency.
Gain-of-function mutants in the E.coli hipA (toxin gene of
hipBA TA system) lead to augmentation of ampicillin- and
fluoroquinolone-tolerant persister amount in a growing
population from 1 in 10,000 cells or less (wild-type levels)
to 1 in 100 cells [47]. Successive deletion of the 10
mRNase-encoding TA loci of E.coli progressively reduce
the frequency of persisters, suggesting their cumulative
contribution to the effect and reflecting possible degree of
regulatory network complexity [48].
An additional dimension for this complexity adds
the fact that identical or homologous TA systems in
different species are integrated in genome by different
ways and diversely interacts with conserved stress
response regulators [49, 50]. Besides that, chromosomally
encoded TA systems being a part of flexible genome
apparently spread via horizontal gene transfer;
consequently, different isolates of the same species could
have different sets of functional TA systems. This
obviously predisposes to different phenotype selection
during adaptation to specific growth conditions influencing
niche-specific colonization.
Good example of such influence is provided by
extraintestinal pathogenic E. coli (ExPEC). Only three of
at least 36 known for E.coli TA systems are strongly
associated with its ability to cause urinary tract infections
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[51]. Precisely YefM-YoeB and YbaJ-Hha independently
promote colonization of the bladder by the reference
uropathogenic ExPEC isolate CFT073, while PasTI is
critical to ExPEC survival within the kidneys [51].
Mature biofilms are highly compartmentalized
environment with gradients of nutrients, pH, oxygen and
toxic metabolites, so, biofilm mode of growth definitely
supposes adaptation to quit variable niches, and phenotypic
heterogeneity (or cellular differentiation) in such
populations is a commonly accepted concept [52]. Thus,
involvement of TA systems in regulation of stress response
and cell viability during biofilm development looks quite
predictable and experimental evidences of this fact is
widely reported [53, 54].
However,
information
regarding
direct
participation of TA systems in controlled eDNA release
during biofilm formation is limited. Actually, the only
reference was found in NCBI database, reporting the
deletion of the HipBA in E. coli BW25113 significantly
reduce the biofilm biomass, eDNA content and sensitivity
of biofilm to DNAse treatment [55]. However, any other
published information concerning influence of TA systems
(even those with confirmed ability to provoke an autolytic
phenotype, unlike the hipAB TA system, which is
commonly considered as being related to persistence only
[44, 47, 48]) on controlled eDNA release in biofilm
growing populations was not found.
This confirms the assumption that transcriptional
diversity, generated by the presence of some sets of
functional TA systems represents stress-inducible
mechanism promoting rather cell survival, then death.
Thus, if drawing analogy with the processes occurring in
multicellular organisms is pertinent at all, there are much
more similarities with stress-inducible irreversible growth
arrest (designated as cellular senescence [56]), than with
PCD per se. This compels to suppose that cell death and
lysis induction in bacterial populations, as a form of
collective behavior focused on eDNA supply, seems must
be governed by another, probably more conserved and less
dependent on horizontal gene transfer mechanisms.
Transcriptional control of murein hydrolase functions
A bulk of auto- and hetero-destructive molecular
mechanisms is based on controlling of murein hydrolase
activity. Bacterial murein hydrolases (autolysins) is a
family of enzymes that specifically cleave structural
components of peptidoglycan and participate in a cell
growth and division processes, including daughter cell
separation and peptidoglycan recycling and turnover [57].
Similar to bacteriophage encoded murein hydrolase
(endolysin) the activity of these enzymes can become
detrimental to the cell in certain conditions. For example,
as it was shown [58] penicillin interfere with regulatory
mechanism(s) that normally keeps murein hydrolase
activity in check, and precisely this effect is responsible for
the cellular autolysis that often occurs following penicillin
exposure.
Different molecular mechanisms that interfere
with murein hydrolases activity providing partial lysis of
bacterial population have established impact on biofilm
formation [59-63]. Process is strongly influenced by
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multiple environmental factors and this influence is
mediated by transcriptional regulators, – usually
alternative sigma factors, which control global switches of
the genetic expression program in bacteria, and signaltransducing two-component systems (TCS), which is
considered to be more specialized tools of functional
adaptation to environmental changes [64-65]. Canonical
TCS is composed of transmembrane sensor histidine
kinase and a cognate transcriptional response regulator (for
comprehensive review of precise structure, functioning and
the multiple possibilities for regulation see [65]).
In Staphylococcus aureus, two homologous
operons cidABC and lrgAB have opposing effects on
murein hydrolase activity and provide regulation of
“suicidal” behavior observed during biofilm formation
[66-73]. Although the exact mode of action has not been
demonstrated, a model based on the similarities of the cidA
and lrgA gene products to the bacteriophage holin and
antiholin was proposed, and several common structural
features was reported [69]. A lrgAB mutant exhibits
increased matrix-associated eDNA and biofilm adherence
consistent with presumptive role of lrgAB as an inhibitor
of cidA-mediated lysis [70]. Cid/Lrg system was shown is
under control of at least two regulatory networks: LytSR
signal-transducing TCS which responds to changes in
membrane potential [71], and the LysR-type
transcriptional regulator known as CidR that respond to
carbohydrate
metabolism-mediated
acetic
acid
accumulation in a culture medium [72]. It was also reported
the expression of some protein products of cid/lrg murein
hydrolase regulators depend on the activation of the
alternative sigma factor σB [73].
An additional layer of autolysin-induced cell
death regulation in Staphylococcus aureus is provided by
secreted protease SspA that can prevent lysis by specific
cleavage of murein hydrolases [74]. It was also shown the
ability to interfere with staphylococcal autolysin activity
and biofilm formation by other related species producing
functional analogs of SspA. Particularly Esp secreted
protease of Staphylococcus epidermidis demonstrate the
ability to cleavage surface associated autolysins of
Staphylococcus aureus, diminishing eDNA release and
biofilm formation [74].
An
example
of
hetero-destructive
(or
“fratricidal”) mechanisms based on autolysin activity
regulation comes from observations of biofilm growing
enterococci [75]. The effect is QS-dependent and is
triggered by an 11-amino acid cyclized peptide lactone
termed gelatinase biosynthesis-activating pheromone
(GBAP) – the product of the quorum-sensing TCS encoded
by the fsr locus. Being homologous to staphylococcal Agr
system it participates in control of biofilm formation via
positive regulation of two co-transcribed secreted
extracellular proteases – the zinc metalloprotease GelE
(gelatinase) and the serine protease SprE. GBAP first
appears by about 24 h of biofilm growth dividing bacterial
population into GBAP-responders (which produce GelE
and SprE and could be designated as GelE+SprE+
phenotype) and GBAP-nonresponder (GelE- SprE- cells).
Last one subpopulation undergoes lysis as a result of
autolysin AtlA activation by GelE. SprE interferes with
this process, preventing lysis [75].
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So, phenomenon is directly attributed to
phenotypic heterogeneity and maintained by adaptation to
local environmental signals produced within a spatially
structured bacterial community.
Very similar mechanism of fratricidal behavior is
observed during competence development in streptococci
[76-78], majority of which are competent for natural
transformation promoting genetic variability of population
in regard to antibiotic sensitivity, pathogenicity and
capsular antigens switching [78].
It is widely accepted that the primary control point
for development of the competence state in
many Firmicutes is the alternative sigma factor ComX,
which activates transcription of late competence genes
encoding constituents for DNA uptake and recombination
[79]. In streptococci different murein hydrolases are
expressed as a part of the ComX regulon allowing
synchronization of homologous eDNA supply with
activation of DNA capture and processing machinery.
S.pneumonia and many other species possess competenceinduced murein hydrolase CbpD. ComX of nearly all
species lacking a CbpD or CbpD-like proteins contain an
alternative murein hydrolase LytF, which is unrelated to
CbpD, but apparently serves the same function [80, 81].
Competence development is under control of
complex regulatory system induced by a peptide
pheromone CSP (competence-stimulating peptide), which
is ComC gen product [82, 83]. TCS ComDE in response to
a critical external concentration of CSP activates
expression of ComX and other early competence genes,
including the comCDE operon (generating a positive
feedback loop, amplifying the signal, and coordinating
competence throughout the population [83]) and ComM
(the cognate immunity protein that prevents CbpD induced
lysis). ComX then initiates transcription of competence
associated murein hydrolase (CbpD or LytF) as well as
about 80 known 'late' competence genes, 16 of which are
essential for genetic transformation encoding proteins
involved in DNA uptake, processing, and recombination
[84]. Competent (CbpD+ComM+) cells execute lysis of
noncompetent (CbpD-ComM- ) pneumococci and several
other species enabling to capture DNA from sibling or
closely related streptococci sharing the same habitat.
Streptococcal CSP pheromone was originally
thought to be the QS-like signal passively accumulated
with cell density rising (similar to enterococcal GBAP)
[85], however later investigations has shown that induction
of competence regulons can also occurs as a part of general
stress response [86, 87] supporting the concept of stressinduced genetic plasticity [88].
Direct involvement of competence-specific
bacteriolytic mechanisms in biofilm development was
shown. In particular deletion of CbpD strongly affects
eDNA release and biofilm formation in S.pneumonia [89].
Some
streptococci
develop
additional,
independent of CbpD or LytF competence-associated
bacteriolytic mechanisms. In S. mutans ComDE controls
the expression of many bacteriocins allowing coordinated
regulation of competence development with lysis of
neighboring relative and non-relative species [90, 91].
Moreover, unprocessed form of mutacin V (CipB) was
identified as a major factor in CSP-induced autolysis [92],
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considering ∼2-log-fold reduction in transformation
efficiency of a ΔcipB mutant strain compared to a wildtype strain under CSP-induced conditions. Precise
mechanisms of CipB mediated autolysis have not been
elucidated but it was shown autocidal activity of
intracellular CipB can be prevented by cognate immunity
protein CipI [92].
Synchronized regulation of stress response,
bacteriocins production, competence and biofilm
development in S. mutans [93, 94] is supposed to be an
evolutionary adaptation to the multispecies oral biofilm
environment. Such overlapping regulation allows tight
control of biofilm matrix enrichment with eDNA through
competence-specific
stress-inducible
bacteriolytic
mechanisms [95].
Lysis independent eDNA release
Lysis-independent eDNA release was also
described indicating the significance of this polymer for
different stages of biofilm formation including those
considered to be QS-independent.
In Enterococcus faecalis, the ratio of eDNA per
cell rises more than 1,000-fold compared to planktonic
controls during the first 4 h of biofilm development [96].
Precise mechanisms of this phenomenon is not identified,
however absence of cellular debris, the character of eDNA
distribution (which is different from those making by cell
lysis), and early timing of appearance suggest its lysisindependent and probably QS-independent nature.
Some definite mechanisms of DNA secretion
during biofilm formation in different species was
determined: Neisseria gonorrhoeae secrets single-stranded
DNA in the initial phase of biofilm formation throughout
its type IV secretion system [97]; Streptococcus mutans
produces eDNA by multiple ways (as was discussed above
[90-94]), including lysis-independent active release via
membrane vesicles (MVs) [98].
Actually an ability to produce DNA containing
MVs was shown for many Gram-negative bacteria and
usually is referred to natural competence development. In
this regard the involvement of specific mechanisms that
serve to horizontal gene transfer (e.g. MVs and type IV
secretion system) in lysis-independent eDNA release
during biofilm formation seems very probable and direct
link between the activation of these mechanisms and
transcriptional switch to biofilm lifestyle is probable as
well [99, 100]. A model of the V.cholerae competence
regulatory network that posits three controlling
environmental determinants of this phenotype have been
proposed [101] and among positive regulators there are
increasing cell density,
nutrient limitation, growth
deceleration, and stress response, all of which are inherent
to biofilm mode of growth.
Moreover the ability of EPM to incorporate DNA from
various exogenous sources (including lysed cells of other
bacterial species, mammalian cell debris, NETs and DNA
from salmon sperm) has been also demonstrated [4,102,
103].
Partial cell lysis as a result of antibiotic treatment
also can promote eDNA-dependent biofilm formation.
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Low levels of β-lactams were shown induce significant
auto-aggregation and biofilm formation by Staphylococcus
aureus and both processes were dependent on cell lysis and
release of DNA, as was proved by their DNase sensitivity
[104]. Process may be of a great clinical relevance because
exposure to sub-minimal inhibitory concentrations during
the normal course of antibiotic therapy often occurs [105].
Conclusion remarks
The above list of possible eDNA sources is
definitely incomplete, - some species develop rather
peculiar ways of cell lysis induction. For example there are
two known independent mechanisms of cell death
induction in P. aeruginosa, - pyocyanin dependent H2O2
mediated cell lysis [107, 108] and two-component
transcriptional regulator BfmR controlled bacteriophagemediated lysis [30]. Both pathways are QS-dependent
suggesting possible existence of other sources enabling
early eDNA appearance observed at initial stages of
biofilm formation. Coexistence of several different
mechanisms is common, which makes strategies based on
interference with one of such molecular mechanisms not
quite efficient.
Nonetheless available information clearly
indicates eDNA release (whether as a result of induced cell
death or active secretion) is definitely intentional and
regulated process clearly associated with a switch to
biofilm lifestyle. Fractional sacrificing in biofilm growing
community may have direct relation to the selection of
certain phenotypes (as phenotypic heterogeneity is
intrinsic quality of such populations), or to be a part of the
mechanisms involved in horizontal gene transfer (as stress
induced genetic plasticity concept suppose). At the same
time high independent importance of eDNA for biofilm
structure and properties (that will be discussed in part II)
indicates these mechanisms could be designated as serving
dual purpose and having undoubted association with
sessile community lifestyle of bacterial population.
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EXTRACELLULAR DNA IN BACTERIAL
BIOFILMS. PART I: ORIGIN
Krestetska S.L.
Significant number of chronic bacterial infections
involves the biofilm formation, but regulation of this
process is still far from being well understood. Some
progress has been achieved since the reassessment of
extracellular DNA (eDNA) functions in biofilm
establishment and remodeling, including influence of this
natural polymeric substance on mechanical stability and
adhesiveness of extracellular polymeric matrix (EPM). As
was shown eDNA can appear in EPM at different stages
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of biofilm development via different ways, including
active secretion or assimilation from surrounding milieu,
but the main source is widely considered to be induced
cell death with subsequent lysis. Cell death induction as a
kind of social behavior in prokaryotes seems to represents
an essential part of the developmental program, clearly
associated with a switch to a sessile community lifestyle
and biofilm formation per se. Review is focused on
mechanisms allowing controlled eDNA release, mainly
on those underlying self- or hetero-destructive behavior in
bacterial populations.
Keywords: bacterial biofilms, extracellular DNA, review

